
introduction
The following description merges astrophysical data at the moment of new Moon with

archetypal patterns garnered from astrological correlations which are then harmonized with

the premise that Creator's infinite perfection is first, has been first and always will be first.

All is perfection.

The balance and harmony during moment of new Moon has the potential to manifest Joy in

our lives as we allow ourselves to be our own authority. During new Moon how we reflect on

who we are and our I Am merge. This creates opportunities to initiate new beginnings.

Through the clarity of my mind I connect and communicate with others, knowing WE ARE

ONE and their presence like my own is the presence of Creator. The teacher within me

awakens and boldly holds the intention to be in the loop of Creator's awareness. The strength

to remember who I am manifests through my ability to own my emotional reactions. Since I

am impeccable at being my own authority, I am, as my God Spirit self, the architect of my

experience. As we listen, speak, and share our experience with each other we are quick to

find the spiritual reason behind our immediate responsibilities as these selfless duties and our

attention to them is the purification of humanities truth about who we are. I am committed to

remembering who I am as a God Spirit being in human form.

To access the opportunities of new Moon energy you must be clear about being your own

authority. When it comes to your own healing and awakening know that you must do it your

self. Move into a state of self responsibility. There are things you have to do yourself, no one

else can take your hand and fix certain things. These things are set-ups designed to show you

your power to balance and harmonize your living dynamics by accepting them as your

creations. The part of you who is absolutely clear that you create your own reality, who

knows that life is a mirror, is the part of you who can ride this rainbow of energy with willful

expression, holding frequency intention enthusiastically and joyously through to
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New Moon Data
New Moon July 14 2007 8:05 AM EST

Full Moon July 29 8:49 PM EST
Dark Moon begins August 10 2007 3:49 PM EST

Next new Moon August 12 2007 7:04 PM EST
Venus goes retrograde July 27 2007 1:29 PM EST

Fire the Grid meditation July 17th 2007 7:11 AM EST
Leo ingress July 23 2007 1:01 AM EST
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manifestation. Your sense of magnified self acceptance will serve you well during new

Moon period.

general description
01

02

03

04

05

Much of the growth of Gaia bound creatures is allowed and supported by what occurs just

beneath the surface of the Earth. In a sense we can feel the womb nature of what dynamically

occurs just beneath our feet. It is within this moist darkened place where potential is

prompted to move. The dairies of anyone’s soul journey is surely to include a rendevous with

this place. A seed on the surface can linger on for an eternity contemplating notions of

grandeur. What is the difference between a contemplated experience and an actualized one?

When the seed of the Christed self accepts the experience of a moist heart the bio human

activates a divine itinerary and signals sensual participation within a grand orgasmic union

within Gaia. The Christed human moves potential into actualization by moving through the

fertility cycles of the divine character of Gaia. Our orgasmic union with Gaia yields much

bliss. Honoring and rejoicing in the temporal experience allows the music of self acceptance

to orchestrate itself activating cosmic proportions of the sensual self. Earth lovers know

these songs. An expanding self awareness which includes the embracing of sensuality and

the bio experience expands the human experience.

During this particular Moon cycle anchoring the birth of the multi-dimensional self in

human form brings the evolving human to the reality of the moist heart where the primordial

temporal self is embraced within the accepting body of Gaia. This new Moon in Cancer also

has Ceres the nurturer in conjunction with Mars, the conjunction occurs in Taurus.

Expressions of Creator’s allowing nature nurturer the evolving self by impulsing the self into

the primordial territory of Gaia’s body.

Doorways to sensuality have been boarded up and shut down by paradigms defined and

accepted as truth. This boarding up of sensual gateways leads us eventually to experience

called boredom. To take the plunge we must be willing to cancel our boredom ticket and

agree to get curious. Agree to take a different ride. The depths of self are holographic and not

linear and as such the plunge is a sensual experience as opposed to rationalized linear

qualifying.

The depths of self are ancient and mysterious, like caves which tunnel deep into the Earth,

the pathways of sensuality have been traveled before. Ancient memories when allowed and

trusted take us deep into the bio being charging and impulsing passions. On the walls of these

metaphoric caves are drawings and art, these too are like powerful symbols which act as

keys. A glimpse upon a single artistic expression triggers a response which stirs and hums the

cells into anticipated excitement. The ancient corridors of the sensual human lead the

sovereign self on a journey into Earth’s history. This history parallels a human history, a

bloodline history.

Gaia as a being of unconditional acceptance has allowed celestial beings to seed a portion

of themselves within her body. A flowering of multi creatures exists springing from the
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womb of Gaia the great Mother. These multi-creatures create a symbiotic relationship, each

individual seeded life form fits into this symbiotic harmony. The integrity of each seeded

creature epitomizes an agenda of harmony facilitating the symbiotic nature of Mother Earth.

The original plan of Gaia is a divine plan, an ancient plan. This original plan is formulated

around an intention of harmony.

Through a process of personal admission we begin questioning the paradigms which

have been actively authoring our experience. What lies beyond the boredom of terror,

intimidation, fear, and anger? Accepting our ticket to journey deep into our ancient history

we question the rationalizations which have qualified terror, intimidation, fear, and anger.

Our propensity to objective acceptance is epitomized by our acceptance of our creative

power. The law of attraction is not about creating financial abundance, or attracting security

within the fiefdoms defined by external authorities. By examining our fears we have been

able to id rationalizations which qualified those fears. Isn’t that interesting? These

rationalizations point directly at who we have allowed to be our authority. Now we ask

ourselves “Where’s the fun in that? Where’s the value in that? How are we honoring Mother

Earth?” How simple can it be? Fear based paradigms spring from the notion of a solid world.

Beliefs of a solid world and beliefs in a Darwinistic evolutionary linear progress of

humanity have lead to a griping of the solid world. Fear and limitation spring from such

beliefs. Once the current local human who is living and experiencing in such paradigms

realizes that all is energy, and that we are actually quite creative, interesting things begin to

happen. If we do not move forward you can be sure that your sovereign self, your spirit self,

your higher self, will pull out all the stops and use it’s trusted secret weapon, boredom.

The holographic plunge is an awakening to the grand parallels which make up existence,

our existence. As a bio human we have been unconditionally accepted into the symbiotic

party of Gaia’s divinity. The linear mind has cultivated for us distractions which have

sidelined our curiosity and hijacked our innocense. Our distractions boarded up the sensual

pathways which lead to conscious participation within the grandness of Gaia’s organic

symbiosis. De-evolution of the human species parallels a distortion within Gaia’s grand

symbiosis. Self love reverses the distraction and allows curiosity to access pools of

innocense. As humanity awakens to it’s holographic nature, penetration into the annals of

ancient times bursts onto the local scene. Delusions of separation disintegrate as the

experience of sensual symbiosis is remembered and cherished.

In couples relationships where mutual respect has found a home a great doorway opens

up. A doorway which leads to the rich abundance offered by Mother Earth. Her nurturing

quality responds to the passionate frequency a loving couple creates. This same doorway

shuts down when the frequencies of domination infiltrate a couples relationship. Loving

couples receptive to creative thought, inspired by the presence of each other, stretch and

reach out into forgotten memories of harmonic organic living. Teamwork is supported and

justified by inspirational congruency which permeates every aspect of their shared

experience.
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10
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Relationships laden with indecision signal, on an individual level, the need to look at the

consistency and quality of their own self love and self acceptance. Once it is clearly known

and accepted that the individual creates their own reality they standup for themselves by

accepting their relating experience as their creation as opposed to blaming their partner.

The socially rich and powerful can feel threatened by innocense and beauty. Natural

beauty can be breath taking and awe inspiring. When the self proclaimed powerful attempt to

own and possess such beauty by gripping and demanding they squelch their own ability to

appreciate Creator’s presence in the very beauty they seek.

12

13

With Saturn in Leo and Neptune in Aquarius we as individuals are checking into our self

admiration. Exact oppositions between Saturn and Neptune began back last August of 2006

and returned beginning of March 2007 and again in June of 2007. Now with the Sun moving

into Leo we can shine some light on how our new self image is doing. Self admiration in

many will be experienced as something that needs to be redefined. If our self admiration is

based on external validation of some sort a clearly defined self image is necessary in order to

feel comfort in that external world. Neptune being the keeper of isness within us dissolves

that which implies separation within our psyche. Neptune in opposition to Saturn forces the

individual to raise the bar as we/they attempt to redefine the self. How self admiring can a

person be and yet remain totally selfless? Fleshing out internally serviced paradigms which

have historically defined our connection to isness or oneness, pushes beliefs to the surface

and challenges the resident ego to locate a belief about self which can satisfy both

selflessness and self admiration. Who will you become as you remain both self admiring and

selfless? Our notions and beliefs of selflessness rush to the surface of our personality and

demand qualification now. The model or archetype by which the ego restructures the self

image must contain within that personality a defined oneness. In some cases religious

models act as patterns which keep the balance between the decisiveness of Saturn and the

dispersion of Neptune in tack. Being aware of this current astro transit allows one the choice

to stand by sort of speak and flow with character or personality alterations without the need

to solidify or qualify the self definition until the morphing process is completed. Saturn will

remain in Leo until September 2nd. The ego may not be the best or must trusted authority for

culling the elixir while the evolving human continues to move through this current phase of

gestation. This is due to the tendency for the ego to be enamored by the solid world and as

such the restructuring of the self admiration will, from the ego’s perspective, require external

validation. From a place of divine nonchalance the truly unique self is not distracted by the

need to have self admiration confirmed through external validation. Self admiration which

requires external validation leads to needs for confirmation and acceptance of one’s

selflessness from others. Self admiration affiliated with divine nonchalance is free from the

need for external validation and epitomizes a natural organic and celestial alignment.

If you are experiencing a lot of physical energy it is likely your nurturing quality which

currently makes it so. Concerns for your home, any needs which assist domestic security,
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connect you with personal energy. For the pagan minded, I love you, it is your heart felt

concern and respect for Gaia which will impulse you with courage and strength. In whatever

way you relate to practical nurturing you will qualify for entraining to it’s current strength.

There is however a caveat to being receptive to this energy, you must admire yourself. Yes,

self love or self admiration of some sort must be in your frequency in order for you to align

harmoniously to this physical strength. One of the interesting things these days, and for

approximately an entire year now, is the restructuring self image. As the Sun moves into Leo

you can experience a settling into your new self image. Your self image will be all over the

place if you have been in denial about who your authority is. Authority here also refers to

who we think our gods are, who created us humans. Those who have been impeccable with

their personal admission will begin to galvanize their new self image. This self knowing will

yield the key to physical strength necessary to secure a harmony and security with your

home, Mother Earth.

Are you feeling inventive? For the artistically creative don’t be shy, there is a brilliant

creative energy this Moon cycle. Especially for those who love to paint, draw, dance, sculpt,

compose, you name it. Anything which is compassionately inspired will collect expressive

emotional energy for you to model your inner self externally through artistic means. Artists

can get right in there and pull out some unusual pieces. Do not be surprised if your art is a

little different. Artistic expressions which were left out of your typical expression may

return. For those who do not consider themselves artist, no way, you’re in there too. Music of

the spheres is at hand and can manifest in just about any way. You could be writing a play, a

poem, designing a web site, laying out your stones, decorating or gardening. Here is the

thing, it will be related to a tapping into the shared emotional body, touching upon collective

feelings. Also the artistic expression will likely be unusual in some way. Perhaps everything

is unusual about your art and so some may not even notice if their expression is unusual.

Another angle or aspect to this expression is diplomacy, can art heal a rift? You may even

experience this art in the dream state, yes we are certainly artistic in our dreaming. This

expression of compassion will be connected to other memories in some way. As in returning

to or activating an unclaimed talent or even connecting to a compassion driven past life.

Artistic expression is magical in the way that it allows us to balance our emotional and

mental bodies. It’s all very Pisces!

The past returns in terms of couplings, lovers who can share it all. Unfinished business of

a sensual nature returns to set the animal instinct free. Freedom when shared with a partner

will bring in the most basic human desire of sensual expression and at the same time teach, or

remind, the relating pair of their chosen path of free expression. Was the instinctive animal

self denied? If so a coupling relationship will not feel complete with out the full Monty. Apart

of feeling appreciated is the healing of the instinctual self such that the entire human is

honored in the sharing. There is a utopian self acceptance here which drives the relationship

to potentially new levels of valuing each other. Of course it goes without saying the coupling

will bridge spiritual energy in their lives as this is apart of the freedom healing. Once again

the quality of one’s self admiration comes into the picture. Those who have a dithering self
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image because they are not clear as to their divine connection will confuse themselves in a

relationship and likely their partner as well. Knowing you are a multi-dimensional

holographic being having a bio human experience will allow a healing to occur through

sensual sharing activating a personal and shared rainbow bridge (12 chakra alignment).

Panicking over personal security is always an individual choice. When you know the law

of attraction you know fear is a choice. Whatever you choose there is lots of physical energy

here for people who are concerned about security. The quality of the assertion of that energy

will be determined however by one’s self acceptance. The degree to which an individual can

remain aware of themselves while merging with existence is an indication as to the quality of

their self acceptance.

Galactic Alignment: From an astro physical perspective galactic alignment can be

described as a centering of our local solar system, a positioning within the zodiac of the 12

constellations such that a centering occurs.

16
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The Mother Goddess energy is always ready to receive the spirit of creative inspiration

which carries within it the celestial harmonic of divine love.

Our evolution toward multi-dimensional memory grows as we agree to process all of our

experience. Judgement gives way to discernment, blame to admission, we are on our way.

The current human sojourn has been introducing us to our own bloodline heritage, it’s

magical connection to celestial seeding as well as it’s distractions from Creation’s infinite

perfection. Our local human perspective takes on galactic proportions when we remember

who we are as holographic spiritual beings having a temporal human experience. This

interacting experience occurs within a vast universal congruency called perfection.

Perfection is not to be confused with an ideal relative to a paradigm. Perfection is and always

will be. As we embrace perfection our bio evolution takes on a journey of bloodline healing,

which can also be referred to as galactic wake-up or galactic alignment. We are in a process

of remembering as opposed to learning.

We live and function within a vast perfection where harmonic congruency threads

through multi-layers of experience and knowing. As we awaken to an exalted self we are able

to ride upon a rainbow of grand parallels and experience life from a holographic footing.

Anchoring our self acceptance within our local chosen bloodlines brings acknowledgment to

many facets of who we are. A reverberation of exalted bliss lights harmonic threads of multi-

dimentional congruency yielding a reunion of celestial company.

As our holographic sense of reading reality

awakens we can see first hand the limitations of rationalizing from a linear logical

perspective. We can witness how the discombobulated human makes a major fuss over

trivial things and remains oblivious to the vaster reaches of their/our multi-dimensional

identity. Accepting false truths humanity has been rendered multi-dimesionally lazy.

Humanity has become trapped in linear mind. For example we can choose to know galactic

alignment as a result of the place our solar system is moving into within the galaxy and

Through mutual resonance,

respect and honor, we cultivate and live in the experience of organic symbiosis.
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universe, or we can choose to know galactic alignment as a correlation between an astro

physical time space alignment and the progressive awakening to self as a multi-dimensional

entity. When we choose to perceive events holographically we drop the need to qualify our

experiences by answering them relative to a preset paradigm. Instead we accept events for

what they allow us to experience. Our evolving self acceptance correlates with the position

of our local solar system and gives holographic multi-dimensional congruency to our

memory recall and to the activation of personal ancient codes.

Soulstar astrology as a holographic methodology for reading astrological charts allows a

perspective which depicts the experience of pulling into one’s memory their galactic

proportion. An individual’s personal birth chart is read as a coding which describes the

merging of their bloodline self to the celestial seeding creator self. From a holographic

perspective astrology describes the four selves with a galactic congruency.

Four star meditation (4 five pointed stars):
By identifying the following 4 selves from our own personal perspective we can sync lock to

the galactic alignment which is occurring on many layers of reality.

Here are the four selves and some keys words and phrases which resonate with their identity.

Self 1: Temporal self (Inner Collective) Picture self as a green pentagram.
Instinctual self, Personal energy management, Food as what we eat breathe and experience

as impressions, Lives within a time space reality, Physical survival, Purses terrestrial

paradigms, Lives through the 5 senses, The mechanics of the human bio-vehicle, Nourished

by Gaia, Entrains to the local environment through rhythm sound dance and chant,

Primordial impulse, Socially dependant, Divine emotional indifference, Bio mechanical

human.

Self 2: I AM self (Inner Personal)Picture self as a red pentagram.
The playful eternal child self, Experiences the joy of authenticity, Frolicking dolphin self,

Experiences beginners luck, Playfulness, Self love, Individual creative expression, Spirit

having a human experience, Impeccable self acceptance, I AM Presence, Intellectually

indifferent, Loving uniqueness absent of rational qualification.

Self 3: Relationship self (Outer Personal)Picture self as a blue pentagram.
Sharing values, Adores partner, Materialistic indifference, Passionate, The enchanted lover,

Identifying process behind events, Soul Mates, Accepts the justice of self mirroring,

Expanding within a holographic world, Divine sexual experience, Pure receptivity,

Adventures in sharing.

Self 4: Oneness self (Outer Collective) Picture self as a yellow pentagram.
Self who knows that all is allowed, Peace as Creator’s infinite allowing, Knows brilliance as

allowing, Inspirational indifference, Inspiration absent of judgement, Everything is

connected, Infinity, Impeccable discernment, Self who feels we are one, Perfection is

21
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forever, Divine nonchalance, Creator’s decree, The spacious now, Unconditional love,

Atmosphere of absolute unquestioned mutual trust that all is one.

Fire The Grid: Here is a suggestion for this meditation. During the fire the grid meditation

hour you can choose to personally identify these four selves. Feel each version of yourself.

This is a feeling identification as opposed to a rational one. You can then follow this with a

self to self introduction within your self. That is a total of 12 introductions. During each of the

12 introductions you can choose to feel and experience the galactic alignment which is

occurring on multi realms. Your personal clarity will evolve and galvanize your personal

evolution which will contribute to a grand merging of the cosmic grid with the Earth grid.

Keeping it simple you need only picture the four pentagram stars and their colors and allow

Spirit to do the rest. The notes here describing each self can be consider as reference. Trust

that in your intention all will be aligned and arranged as it needs to be.

The twelve introductions:
1.Temporal self meets I AM self.
2.Temporal self meets Relationship self.
3.Temporal self meets Oneness self.
4.I AM self meets Temporal self.
5.I AM self meets Relationship self.
6.I Am self meets Oneness self.
7.Relationship self meets Temporal self.
8.Relationship self meets I AM self.
9.Relationship self meets Oneness self.
10.Oneness self meets Temporal self.
11.Oneness self meets I AM self.
12.Oneness self meets Relationship self.
It is like four people meeting each other.

Again as a part of your meditation once you finish the 12 introductions you can merge them.

Picture a pyramid (square base, four triangular sides) and visualize each of the four selves as

one of the four sides. As you feel the pyramid coming together feel it’s mutual resonance

with all the pyramids which exist on our planet, including those which remain buried beneath

the Earth’s surface, those in Egypt, the Mayan pyramids, and those which exist on the ocean

floor. Feel the capstone of your pyramid coming alive, feel a vertical axis forming,

connecting the capstone to the floor of the pyramid and extending to the core of Earth and

shooting up to the stars. Feel the cosmic excitement and enchantment as the cosmic grid

aligns with the Earth grid through the awaken consciousness which is this vertical extension

of your own capstone.

There are many worlds, or versions of reality, versions of experience, which co exist in the

same space as our own apparent solid world. These can, from our version of reality, be

known as probable worlds which branch off our time line at some point. Through the

personal and universal congruency of our intention to become galactically aware and

informed we will potentially merge back with some of these probable worlds. These other
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probable versions of our existence were able to merge different versions of consciousness

with out the need to annihilate them. We can, hence, tune into worlds where harmony was

allowed and merging was embraced. As we clear through the distractions and become

consciousness cooks we will be able to delight taste and appreciate a festival of experience

where humanities races and cultures were able to meld in harmony. As we conceive of such

melding and act as if it already exists we will resonate with a much expanded version of

human unity and global unity. Our ability to feel and accept the merging of worlds will

literally affect the healing of an Earth which has been torn apart and fought over.

Exaggerated needs for solid world security create tyrannical moments which reflect our own

disconnection between our four selves and render us incapable of galactic memory. We need

simply play with the idea of a galactic alignment on a personal, global, and solar level and

invite these probable versions of Earth’s time lines into our experience. In the playful notion

of believing that there are versions of ourselves reaching out to us in our world we can agree

to meet.

Day 1 July 14 2007 Saturday
As we approach this Moon cycle of Cancer energy we want to allow ourselves to feel the

quality of this nurturing energy in it’s richness.

We want to choose our intentions with clarity, allowing those intentions to spring form our

excitement. With the new Moon in Cancer perhaps we are inspired to nurturer ourselves,

rebirth ourselves. In a sense the Cancer new Moon gives birth to what began on Summer

Solstice. The Sun will ingress Leo this Moon cycle and so our intentions may be the

anchoring and birthing of a playful self, a Christed, an I AM self. As we embrace Gaia as our

organic bio mother we want to be sure to acknowledge her today, let her know she is

appreciated, loved and considered. If we are considering a metaphoric return to the womb in

someway today we can also spread our intention to include the cradle of existence Gaia

provides us as well. We will sleep well tonight knowing we are considered so tenderly and

lovingly. We want to take the time to love the land which has allowed us to make our home

here. As we approach this Moon cycle of Cancer energy we want to allow ourselves to feel

the quality of this nurturing energy in it’s richness. We can identify nurturing energy in many

things, in our family and home, on a planetary level, and on a galactic and universal level. As

we expand the experience of nurturing energy out in to the stars we travel via the resonance

of sensitive emotional energy that entrains parents and babe as one.

Day 2 July 15 2007 Sunday
As we trust in Gaia, act as if Gaia will provide for us, act as if she is considering us, we can

choose her opinion and birth ourselves form that opinion. We can choose and thus adventure

through consciousness.

We want to pay close attention to when we need validation from another as a means to feel

good about our self. Everything is someone’s opinion and someone’s experience. As we

28 day forecast
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choose our stance in life we imply a truth which defines that stance, where did this definition

originate? We can choose and thus adventure through consciousness. As we agree to

participate in consciousness from a certain opinion how aware are we of how much choice

has been awarded us. We inherit pretty well all our points of view from others yet do not

always recognize that these points of view became our truths. As we trust in Gaia, act as if

Gaia will provide for us, act as if she is considering us, we can choose her opinion and birth

ourselves form that opinion. As we consider just how much choice and how many opinions

are available for us to experience we can’t help but be tickled pink with delight as to what

tomorrow will bring. Knowing that all realities originated in opinion and point of view we

can explore vertically and diagonally, or any way, and discover parallel worlds which

separate themselves from our typical experience simply by having a different point of view.

Day 3 July 16 2007 Monday
Our wonderful body and it’s amazing innate intelligence has it’s own opinion which it asserts

chemically. When the space we share honors the compassionate connection between all

others no matter who they are this harmony will be the light we shine.

Day 4 July 17 2007 Tuesday
One thing Spirit will do once we give Spirit permission to merge with us is make more space

for itself within our temporal reality. This means aligning our local human bodies, physical,

mental, emotional, and etheric, toward greater harmonic alignment. As we give permission

for Spirit merging and alignment an inner healing takes place.

If the quality of our self admiration has been tested over the past two days then today can be a

tuning and adjusting to a more authentic understanding of the self image which will best

serve our commitments. As Spirit having a human experience we can choose, during

meditation, to allow Spirit to merge with us, to participate with us as we experience our

reality. Spirit knows the ropes sort of speak from an expanded perspective. One thing Spirit

will do once we give Spirit permission to merge with us is make more space for itself within

our temporal reality. This means aligning our local human bodies, physical, mental,

emotional, and etheric, toward greater harmonic alignment. As we give permission for Spirit

merging and alignment an inner healing takes place. Embracing an alignment of our four

bodies allows our holographic awareness to align with solar, galactic, and universal

congruency. We expand our reach through out our own multi-dimensional identity

correlating with the merging of the many worlds our Spirit self is aware of. Being along for

the ride we become valuable to the intentions seeded before our human birth. Our divine

purpose is allowed to flower, our memory beyond that of the local human paradigm and

dilemma is expanded, made sense of on a vaster divine scale. As flowers of celestial

intention we make up a garden of harmony and beauty.

Day 5 July 18 2007 Wednesday
Knowing the role our ego has typically played we can be tricky with our ego and allow much

of what we have figured or rationalized in the past to be forgotten. Tuning and adjusting our

sense of self brings us closer and closer to a personal authentic alignment which will
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ultimately parallel the galactic alignment which is influencing the many worlds we currently

exist in.

Day 6 July 19 2007 Thursday
We can benefit from examining our life, our purpose, and ourselves and not seek answers

which explain these things but to question how these things are affected by automatic

assumptions about who we think we are. The power to birth and to nurturer can be felt on

many levels, it can be felt in our home, it can be felt as an active decree by Gaia, and it can be

felt from the stars. As we feel these grand parallels to which nurturing associates us, we can

feel the nurturing impulse for a revolutionary change supported by a cradle within a cosmic

existence.

Day 7 July 20 2007 Friday
Our optimism and the gifting of ourselves evolves to include the awareness of our security

and connection to the nurturing goddess energy of Gaia. Our authentic self may be as a light

to others. When we agree to share our light and inspiration with others by maintaining a self

acceptance we turn ourselves to the deep far reaching frequency of compassion which

lovingly links all beings in compassion and love, we are one.

Day 8 July 21 2007 Saturday
Owning our part in past relationship dramas frees us to participate in the adventure of new

and current relationships. Having admitted and owned any feeling reaction to an event we

are able to stop reiterating an undesirable scene which can consume our experience in the

external world.

Day 9 July 22 2007 Sunday
We will experience much healing energy just by anticipating our involvement in a divine

coupling. And yet there is much more adventure which follows or parallels our experience

within a divine coupling.

Day 10 July 23 2007 Monday
Breaking from paradigms which define how resources are shared affect understandings of

selflessness. Organic integrity is allowed a foundation replacing hoarding and assumed

ownership of what is naturally shared. Being clear about what and who we have allowed to

be our authority brings our attention to who acts as if they own the Earth.

Day 11 July 24 2007 Tuesday
Many old beliefs which previously blocked us from creative involvement have been

removed, a new freedom is there for the young at heart. Life’s events spring from inner

connections which occur at deep levels of emotional and sensual knowing. As we

acknowledge our value to Spirit and Gaia we can loosen up the controls and frolic with our

own expressions of creativity.
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Day 12 July 25 2007 Wednesday
The choice a person moves on when conflict hits close to home will speak for them revealing where their

loyalty lies, with either an inner authority or with an external authority. No matter what habits linger on

in our dealing with difficulties we certainly have the choice to demonstrate free will and decide to act as

if we create our own reality by admitting that at some level we are creating the difficultly.

Day 13 July 26 2007 Thursday
Our commitment to a relationship can lead to healing and self acceptance, inspiration is allowed

unconditionally. If our beliefs are supported by control paradigms our rationalizations will keep us

locked in limitation, our ability to envision an authentic expression of our creativity will lack originality.

We may be inspired to seek an enriched sensual relationship with our partner in order that self admiration

can be felt on the deepest of organic levels.

Day 14 July 27 2007 Friday
Holding the frequency of an auspicious self we can indeed feel this new self merging with all life. Past

beliefs which we did not necessarily know we were holding become obvious. We can feel purification of

our self acceptance paralleling a global transformation which is affecting all humanity.

Day 15 July 28 2007 Saturday
Working with others including Spirit allows projects to be expedited and intentions realized. When for

example we agree to really let go when facilitating an artistic expression, one of a sensual nature, we

realize it was not just us who was involved in the expression.

Day 16 July 29 2007 Sunday
Holographically we receive volumes of information and insight within but a moment of delight.

Personal situations in our life which were considered from a rational perspective to be completely

divorced from each other are indeed very married.

Day 17 July 30 2007 Monday
What once seemed difficult may now come much more effortlessly. Our ability to flow with modern day

revolutions may just be presenting new opportunities for our career agenda.

Day 18 July 31 2007 Tuesday
Being delighted with our unique form of intuition we want to get right into the dynamics of interaction,

carrying out intentions as our goals merge with others. We can pick up data through our ability to be

objective when we encounter others, we say “what is your opinion?” and then pay attention to the

emotional dialogue which envelopes the shared environment.

Day 19 August 1 2007 Wednesday
When we are clear and accepting to the belief that we are holographic beings having a human experience

our feelings become an objective read of our experiences. Keeping such a perspective allows us to

witness reality and be objective as to what we are experiencing. Accepting our emotions and feelings for

their sheer ability to stretch out and ride into vaster territories of truth than our rational mind we become

abundant in our awareness.
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Day 20 August 2 2007 Thursday
Remembering to question what qualifies a repeating rationalization exposes beliefs which we may not

know we were holding onto. By identifying where and how we seek acknowledgment and appreciation

externally we can see how our inspirational congruency and frequency become shattered.

Day 21 August 3 2007 Friday
Relationship dynamics as in couplings have the potential to move into states which will bring much

healing into the body. Mutual resonance between persons either in couplings or groups has increased

marking the uniqueness of these times.

Day 22 August 4 2007 Saturday
We are not alone. Our path to sovereignty when shared freely likens us to our cosmic family of light.

Day 23 August 5 2007 Sunday
When self concerns challenge relationship demands it can be dealt with by identifying what the situation

allows us to experience. Commitment to evolution and self awareness differ from one person to the next,

not everyone holds the same type of commitments.

Day 24 August 6 2007 Monday
The quality of our security, what is acceptable in terms of security, changes as we grow in self awareness.

As our self image is reconstructed the foundation upon which our self image is supported also changes.

Day 25 August 7 2007 Tuesday
As we come to terms with our own history of denial simply by admitting how we have created new

versions of old relationship dramas we get bumped up the ladder of self awareness. Our state of allowing

and acceptance of our current partnership ripens further as we rebirth ourselves within our relationship

and encourage expressions of sharing all which we value and treasure.

Day 26 August 8 2007 Wednesday
As we tune into the realities available to us through frequency resonation and frequency holding we will

be able to navigate a grand awakening. The symbiotic frequencies are a valuable healing song for people

who hold conflict in the body.

Day 27 August 9 2007 Thursday
As we accept our spiritual awakening and the evolution of our bio vehicle we are called to be clear and

discerning. From a discerning perspective we become aware of how panic over security issues has

allowed intimidating energies to access the attention of the fearful.

Day 28 August 10 2007 Friday
With the increase reach of our emotional sensitivity we are able to bring into being a deeper

understanding of our relationships and the richness which mutual exploring of sensuality can yield.
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Intentions:
01 I am shining light on myself image, I am objectively seeing what I am agreeing to become as a

socially interactive personality.

02 My self admiration is free from any need for external validation. I allow my Spirit to work with me as

I align to my most auspicious unique self.

03 I allow my physical strength to increase as I focus on my home and the security and comfort it brings

me.

04 I love the way I attend to matters of the home.

05 I am inspired to express my self acceptance through artistic means.

06 My artistic expression allows me to entrain to compassion on an expanded level. I feel the oneness of

humanity as I venture creatively with my artistic inventiveness.

07 My newly defined self expresses compassion to all humanity through artistic means.

08 My partner and I are able to free our sensual expression as we merge and enjoy each others presence.

Through sensual sharing we are able to ride a rainbow bridge of enchanted ecstacy.

09 I agree to process all of my experiences, I agree to accept all existence which comes into my

awareness.

10 Whenever I feel any sense of fear I remind myself that fear is a choice.

11 I am inviting myself to experience the moist heart.

12 I am agreeing to get curious, I am agreeing to adventure into the caves and corridors of my ancient

self.

13 I am taking a sensual journey into Earth's history.

14 I am merging spiritually and organically with Gaia's agenda of symbiotic harmony.

15 My creativity busts any sense of boredom. I allow myself to define my adventure.

16 I look at my own self acceptance when I experience relationship indecision.

17 I am entraining to the songs of the Divine Mother Goddess and merging with the celestial harmonic of

divine love.

William Oulton July 13 2007
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